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About This Game
BASKHEAD TRAINING: become the world’s BEST BASKET HOOP!
Baskhead Training allows you to play basketball like never before: this time you’re not the player but the hoop!
Balls will be flying at your head: catch as many as you can! Hoopmaster, your funny but rigorous coach, will be here to help.
Progress through 20 levels, with increased difficulty, bonus balls and special effects. Are you up for the challenge?
Baskhead Training perfectly uses the head tracking capabilities of your VR device to create a fresh, addictive gameplay. Your
friends will also love watching you play!
2 modes

Levels: 20 levels - 4 modes, with increasing difficulty and new game mechanics. Hoopmaster will teach you how to
catch golden, fire, and ice balls and score special combos. Will you keep up with the pace?

Arcade: Score as many points as you can in 45 seconds - with boosts and combos. Build crazy combos and watch the
cheerleaders dance as you climb your way atop the International Baskhead leaderboard.
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